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45 46 47 48 Jadual Kandungan 49 Salah satu lembaran kelajuan yang diiktiraf yang dihadapi oleh fabrikator logam lembaran mudah alih australia dan New Zealand adalah terlalu kerap mereka perlu menyumbangkan pembuatan Adalah tidak relevan jika komponen-komponen ini diperlukan dalam kuantiti yang banyak atau kuantiti kecil,
denominator biasa dalam kebanyakan keadaan adalah bahawa syarikat tidak mempunyai sekeping jentera yang betul untuk pekerjaan tertentu itu. The problem is parallel worldwide, but examples of how unwanted plates against outsourcing have been overcome can be seen at Prolind Industrial, Ltda. from São José dos Campos, in
Brazil. It's a classic example where only one part of the new machinery - in this case the Finn-Power X5 ensures that the contract manufacturer has been taken out of the equation. It took just three months with the X5 to bring all the work contracted internally. Industrial Prolind has produced and installed components, subsets and sets in
the automotive, capital, railway and elevator sectors. Prolind regards them as an important factor in their success. The company's dedication to quality was rewarded with ISO/TS 16949 and ISO 14001 certifications. Prolind's manufacturing, engineering and logistics resources have provided the company for new demand for global
markets. To produce its sheet metal parts, Prolind has purchased fabrication equipment such as eccentric and hydraulic presses, newspaper brakes, grass, MIG, MAG, TAGs and projection welders; CNC folding machines, etc. In 2004, Prolind Industrial developed a study to find new punching machines to replace older eccentric punch
newspapers. Prolind Industrial needs newer and more reliability technologies as it experiences too much downtime with older machines. Productivity is also a concern. Prolind had to send his complicated share to contract manufacturers where missed deadlines and quality control issues became a problem. After obtaining input from
engineers and his clients, Prolind chose the Finn-Power X5 turret newspaper. Distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Advanced Sheetmetal Technologies, the Hydraulic X5 turret provides Finn-Power technology, performance and reliability. This 23-metric turret turret newspaper can make sheet sizes up to 1,250mm x 2,500mm with
capacity for material thickness of up to 8mm. The X5 has a strong O-frame of welded construction. The frame of the rigid machine and coordinating the construction of the table allows for high axis and acceleration speed. O-frame ensures the alignment of tools that are when using full tan or nipples Brush table and speed: Another
important feature of Finn-Power for Prolind is a brush table that reduces fabrication noise levels and helps prevent sheet surfaces from scratches. These sheets are well supported and move slowly, and the structure of the table does not cause vibrations that can be harmful to micro joints. Prolind was also impressed by the X5 speed.
Finn-Power is a pioneer in a hydraulic high-speed punching system. The technically advanced hydraulic system offers reliable and fast punching and bubbling at lower noise levels. The coordinated schedule moves a piece of work in the direction of X and Y. Slides moving on the linear guide bar of hard accuracy with antifriction bearings
and driven by the maintenance of a free Servo AC motor. The motor spin movement turned into a linear movement over the screws of the accuracy ball. Acceleration and deceleration of the axis can be prodded. At low acceleration level the axis begins and stops smoothly, that is, heavy work pieces can be processed without losing
accuracy. Route X is 2,584mm; therefore a 1,250mm x 2,500mm sheet can be processed without reordering. The work area can be extended toward X with automatic respying. The turret has a total of 20 stations. Seventeen tool holders have been stated, and three are free for customer selection. Indices or various tools can be selected.
The turret has 29 tools as standard and the number can be expanded by adding stations to various tools. The maximum tool diameter is 88.9mm. In its flexibility, the Finn-Power tool carrier is unique. Automatic gadget conversion is achieved by a biennial rotating turret. Dead in the Finn-Power turret are supported during a punching cycle
by a dead support anvil that directs the punching force into the frame of the machine. The upper and lower turrets are swept together as a set to ensure perfect alignment remains. The Finn-Power turret comes with a large hub design, it's driven gear and a 30mm diameter shot pin is used. This allows the perfect alignment in any place
during the punching cycle. Tool changes are done in line with the position of the sheet. Other benefits of the X5 include: Tool holders - Finn-Power combines the concept of individual tool handles that allow customers to design their own turret layout. Unlike other designs, certain tool stations are not on the machine into the turret. Finn-
Power offers the only flexible selection of tool holders in the industry. Any appliance style from mate Precision or Wilson Tool International tools can be installed in the Finn-Power turret. The tool holder for punching the tool is installed separately in the turret plate. This provides flexibility in service, maintenance and upgrading of turrets with
additional index tools of various tools. Auto index - Finn-Power's unique auto index system accurately twists punch and dies in their tool holder a single A.C. servo-motor system. The system does not need to match separate servo-motors in some other machines. The rotation in increments can be programmed .001° gives machines the
ability to rotate above 360°, thereing to enable the system to automatically choose the shortest route to rotate to angle inputs programmed into the NC parts program with simplicity, speed and reliability. Rigid auto-index systems are built into the upper and lower frames of the press; there is no gearbox built inside the turret. The system
allows you to add or change the index of various stations when needed to arise. This exclusive Finn-Power auto index design allows full tan work on the maximum material thickness as well as bubbling at maximum speed with all auto index stations. Prolind has two automatic index stations. Various tools - The multiple Finn-Power tool
stations increase the number of tools available in the turret, thereby reducing preparation and increasing productivity. The multi-tool system allows multiple tools to be inserted into one station. Finn-Power multi-tool offers 6, 8, 10 or 24 different powder/dead combinations in just one station-turret in the turret. Prolind has one multi-station
tool of 16 stations. Sheet fascist: With automatic speeding, the speedr is automatically closed once the sheet is inserted into the speeding. Finn-Power's patented thumbnail (PCS) designates eliminates the need for a pigment protection area and automates the setup of the pigeon position. The machine is ready for the next job within
seconds. Available from Advanced Sheetmetal Technologies has connections for third sheet clamps and automatic individual clamp movement options. This option allows the reflough of each speedr while holding a sheet with another censor. Prolind has these features on the X5 turret newspaper. Laser, Tooling, Turret, Automation,
Punching, Bending, Manufacturing, Enabling, Loading, Shearing, Downloading, Primaindustrie.com PDF Downloads - Prima Power FOR ENQUIRIES: +44 (0) 121 452 8306 Isaac Mateo | Send message Request a quote Material thickness (punching) max8 mmAxis speed [X axis] max90 m/minPunch diameter max89 mmWorking area
max2.530 x 1.270 mmPower supply60 kVATurret rotation133 r/minControl typeFANUC OIP Operating hours68.798 Number of turret stations (pcs)20 Max. workpiece weight10.500 kgPunching force230 kNAxis speed [Y axis] max60 m/minOil tank capacity200 lCompressed air pressure min6 bar There are no available documents FOR
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